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BALANCING THE TRAPEZE 

U.S. Sanctions on Iran and the Indian Response 

Grace Cheema1* 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In May 2019, India halted all oil imports from Iran in a bid to comply with the sanctions imposed 

by the United States.1 As most states awaited tensions between the United States and Iran to ease 

down, existing concerns were instead compounded further when the U.S. imposed another wave 

of sanctions against Iran in early 2020 following the missile attacks on its facilities in Iraq.2 While 

the U.S. had been gradually lifting sanctions against Iran in the years before, this recent spate in 

U.S. sanctions came following its decision to withdraw from the Iran Nuclear deal, putting the 

credibility of the agreement and Iran’s robust oil trade in jeopardy. Although the U.S. provided 

waivers to some selected states initially, its refusal to renew these waivers has forced most states 

to seek new sources of oil supply and create informal mechanisms to bypass the sanctions and 

continue importing oil from Iran. For India, which has enjoyed cordial relations with both Iran and 

the United States, this has meant walking a balancing act as it seeks to maintain relations with Iran 

while also complying with the U.S. sanctions.  

 

U.S.-IRAN RELATIONS 

 

The 1979 Islamic Revolution marked a watershed moment in US-Iran relations. Following the 

toppling of the Shah, an American ally in the Middle East, relations between the two states have 

been largely adversarial, with sanctions making for a significant tool in the United States’ Iran 

policy since the U.S.-Iran hostage crisis of 1979-1981.3 Although the sanctions served multiple 

purposes simultaneously, the main intention behind their imposition in the 1980s was to curtail 

Iran’s strategic power in the region and arose as a result of the United State’s decision to designate 

Iran as a state sponsor of terrorism. In 1996, in response to Iran’s expansion of its nuclear 

 

1* The Author is a student at the Jindal School of International Affairs and Research Intern at 

the Centre for Security Studies, JSIA. 

 
1 Nayanima Basu and Mahua Venkatesh, “India Gives in to US Pressure, Fully Stops Import of Iran Oil”, The Print, 

May 09, 2019. 

2 Arshad Mohammed and Nandita Bose, “U.S. imposes more sanctions on Iran after missile attacks in Iraq”, 

Reuters, January 10, 2020.  

3 The 1979 sanctions followed the storming of the U.S. embassy in Tehran by Iranian students who took more than 

60 U.S. citizens hostage. The orders blocked almost all Iranian assets and imports in the United States but were 

revoked after the “Algiers Accords”.  

 

https://theprint.in/economy/india-gives-in-to-us-pressure-fully-stops-import-of-iran-oil/233401/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions/u-s-imposes-more-sanctions-on-iran-after-missile-attacks-in-iraq-idUSKBN1Z91RN
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programme, the U.S. Congress passed the Iran Sanctions Act (ISA) which penalized investments 

in Iran’s petroleum industry in an effort to curb the state from acquiring weapons of mass 

destruction.4 The United State’s resolve to compel Iran to limit its nuclear programme continued 

well into the mid-2000s. Iran’s nuclear programme also invited multiple sanctions from the UN 

Security Council following its revelation of its uranium enrichment program at Natanz.  

 

In July 2015, endorsed by UN Security Council Resolution 2231, Iran and the P5+1 (China, 

France, Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States) signed the Iran Nuclear 

Agreement, formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). Under the 

accord, Iran agreed to dismantle its nuclear programme and allow access to its facilities for 

inspections by the international community in exchange for the lifting of economic sanctions. 

Although the Obama administration continued to gradually phase out sanctions as part of its 

commitment to the agreement, this came to a sudden halt in May 2018 when the Trump 

administration pulled out of the accord to pursue its policy of “maximum pressure” on Iran. The 

move rested on two broad contentions. First, the Trump administration had expressed concerns 

over the inability of the JCPOA to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons. The withdrawal 

was intended to compel Iran to renegotiate the terms of the agreement to address and safeguard 

core U.S. interests. Second, to coerce Iran to curb its support for non-state actors like Hezbollah, 

Hamas, Kata’ib Hezbollah and other terrorist organizations. At the same time, the U.S. designated 

the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), including the Qods Force, as a Foreign Terrorist 

Organization (FTO), marking the first time an official arm of the government was designated as a 

FTO.  

 

U.S. SANCTIONS ON IRAN 

 

The withdrawal of the United States from JCPOA was followed immediately by the re-imposition 

of economic sanctions on Iran. In May 2018, the United States issued a National Security 

Presidential Memorandum (NSPM) aimed at the re-imposition of all U.S. sanctions which were 

lifted earlier under the JCPOA. The new sanctions were enacted by the Office of Foreign Assets 

Control (OFAC), an agency of the U.S. Treasury Department which enforces economic sanctions 

based on U.S. foreign policy and were initiated in two waves. The first wave, which came into 

force in August, 2018, was directed at alienating Iran from the International Financial system. The 

initial wave included sanctions on the purchase of the U.S. dollar by the government of Iran, on 

Iran’s trade in precious metals as well as semi-precious metals including steel and aluminum and 

on Iran’s automotive sector. The second wave came into effect in November, 2018 and imposed 

sanctions on Iran’s shipping and energy sectors including major banks and petroleum companies 

like the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and National Iranian Tanker Company (NITC). 

 
4 The Iran Sanctions Act (ISA) of 1996 was originally called the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA). The act was 

renamed in 2006 after the decision to terminate sanctions on Libya.  
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The efficacy of these sanctions rested on two pillars: the highly ubiquitous nature of the U.S. Dollar 

which allows the OFAC to create immensely credible ultimatums and the dependency of Iran on 

oil exports which leaves its economy highly vulnerable to damage from economic sanctions on oil 

exports. To put this in perspective, within a year of the sanctions imposition, Iran’s oil exports fell 

from more than 2.5 million barrels per day (bps) to under 400,000 bdp in March 20195. At the 

same time, Iran’s economy shrank by 8.9 percent in 20196 while a devalued Rial and declining 

state revenues allowed inflation rates to reach as high as 40 percent.7  

 

It is important to note here that the nature of the U.S. sanctions includes both primary and 

secondary sanctions but the sanctions against Iran are particularly noticeable in the scope of the 

latter. Primary sanctions restrict entities and transactions with a U.S. nexus from engaging with 

the targeted country. Secondary sanctions, on the other hand, are applicable to third-party 

countries. They are placed on persons and entities outside the U.S. nexus and are intended to deter 

them from engaging with the targeted country. In the case of the sanctions on Iran, the primary 

intent of imposing secondary sanctions is to limit it’s access to financial markets, both within and 

outside the United States. For instance, in targeting the Central Bank of Iran, Iran’s banking sector 

was isolated from the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT), a 

global financial messaging system that virtually handles all major cross-country transactions and 

is heavily dominated by the United States8. Penalties for engaging with the sanctioned target range 

from denial of Ex-Im bank assistance to the barring of opening of new U.S. bank accounts. While 

there is no formal legal procedure for third-party entities to secure a waiver to secondary sanctions, 

the U.S. granted “Significant Reduction Exemptions” (SRE) to eight countries, including India 

and China, in an attempt to mitigate the immediate impact of the Iran sanctions. The SRE waivers, 

which allowed these countries to continue buying oil from Iran while working out its alternatives, 

however, expired in July 2019 and have not been renewed since.  

 

Moreover, while the sanctions succeeded in delivering a blow to the Iranian economy, their impact 

was eased through informal agreements and special payment mechanisms with Iranian businesses. 

Despite U.S. cautioning, France, UK and Germany continued to facilitate trade relations with Iran 

by creating a special payment channel called INSTEX which allows for transactions with Iran 

without cross-border money flows9. This was in part due to Europe’s resolve to remain committed 

to the Iran Nuclear Agreement as long as Iran fulfills its obligations under it. The second major 

factor behind continuing trade relations with Iran for most states has been the commercial terms 

 
5 David Adesnik, “Sanctions Drive Iranian Oil Exports to Historic Lows”, Foundation for Defense of Democracies, 

June 04, 2019.  

6“World Bank on Iran: No Growth Until 2021”, Financial Tribune, January 11, 2020. 

7Davide Barbuscia, “Iran inflation could reach 40 percent this year as economy shrinks further”, Reuters, April 29, 

2019. 

8 Michael Peel, “Swift to comply with US sanctions on Iran in blow to EU”, Financial Times, November 05, 2018. 

9 “Europe trade channel with Iran close to first deal in days: France”, Reuters, July 04, 2019.  

 

https://www.fdd.org/analysis/2019/06/04/sanctions-drive-iranian-oil-exports-to-historic-lows/
https://financialtribune.com/articles/domestic-economy/101653/world-bank-on-iran-no-growth-until-2021#:~:text=The%20International%20Monetary%20Fund%20estimates,percent%20economic%20growth%20in%202020
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-economy-imf/iran-inflation-could-reach-40-percent-this-year-as-economy-shrinks-further-imf-idUSKCN1S509Q
https://www.ft.com/content/8f16f8aa-e104-11e8-8e70-5e22a430c1ad
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-iran-instex-lemaire/europe-trade-channel-with-iran-close-to-first-deal-in-days-france-idUSKCN1TZ1EG
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at which Iran offers crude oil. Besides its low price, Iranian crude oil contains higher levels of 

heavy oils and smaller amounts of gasoline. For countries like India, the proximity of Iran also 

offers a geographical advantage in oil imports.  

 

THE INDIAN RESPONSE 

 

The withdrawal of the United States from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action and its 

enactment of Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA), which 

imposed sanctions against Iran, Russia and North Korea, in 201710 has put Indian entities under 

the risk of inviting penalties under secondary sanctions from the United States. India, with its 

markedly increasing domestic demand, is the third largest oil importer in the world and was Iran’s 

second largest buyer until the sanctions were imposed. It thus, follows that energy security lies at 

the core of its relations with Teheran. The Trump administration’s refusal to renew India’s SRE 

waiver, therefore, has put New Delhi under pressure to reduce its dependence on Iranian oil and 

seek alternative sources. 

 

The second contentious issue is the impact of the sanctions on the Chabahar port, a strategically 

important port which offers a gateway to Central Asia and Europe for India, which has committed 

millions into its development. While the Chabahar port was spared from the sanctions, refusal from 

foreign companies to participate in the project as well as the sanctions on Iran’s shipping sector 

have made Indian investments in Chabahar vulnerable. Besides other concerns regarding diaspora, 

regional stability and trade in commodities other than crude oil, the sanctions also came at a time 

when the U.S.- India relations were developing friction from deterring trade relations, India’s 

defense deals with Russia at the displeasure of the U.S. and imposition of American sanctions on 

India’s other top suppliers like Venezuela.  

 

Nonetheless, it is important to note that despite this, the impact of the sanctions on India remains 

diffused. For one, the sanctions did not create an oil shortage for India which now has alternative 

sources of supply. Besides the United States, countries like Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 

Emirates offered to cover any shortages that the sanctions may have created for India. While India 

could no longer undertake transactions with Iran in US Dollars, the agreement between India and 

Iran to revive their 2012 Rupee-Rial payment mechanism allowed it to continue trade with Iran. 

The payment mechanism, which operates through the UCO Bank and IDBI Bank, allows Indian 

oil refineries to pay for Iranian imports through rupee funds. However, while the sanctions did not 

pose major economic problems for India, their imposition did put India in a political conundrum. 

On one hand, trading with Iran can invite penalties for India and deter its relations with the United 

States. On the other hand, compliance with the sanctions hinders India’s pursuit of an independent 

 
10 G. Balachandran, “CAATSA Sanctions and India”, IDSA Comment, September 26, 2018. 

 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/caatsa-sanctions-and-india-gbalachandran-260918
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foreign policy and strategic autonomy. India’s conundrum in being exposed to hostilities between 

the U.S. and Iran thus making the issue more political than economic.11  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The U.S. sanctions imposed on Iran after the former’s withdrawal from the JCPOA in 2018 has 

been followed by subsequent layers of more sanctions. While the Iranian economy received a blow 

and is witnessing high inflation and unemployment rates, it, nonetheless, has not crashed, leaving 

many to believe that the United States may have miscalculated Iran’s experience and ability to 

cope with harsh economic sanctions. This too, however, may be undermined soon as the COVID-

19 pandemic creates a global oversupply and a drop in prices with falling consumer demand. 

India’s own demand for oil fell by 10 percent within two weeks in March, 202012.  

 

Caught between the crossfire, India is unlikely to directly question U.S. sanctions but may continue 

trading with Iran through informal mechanisms while also pushing for another waiver from the 

Trump administration. However, while New Delhi enjoys cordial relations with both states, it is 

unlikely to hamper its relations with the United States to please Tehran. This holds especially true 

as the Chinese foothold in Iran strengthens. The tenability of the U.S. sanctions on Iran in the 

future thereby depends on how the status quo is steered by the COVID-19 pandemic, lifting of the 

U.N. arms embargo on Iran, increasing global frustration over the sanctions and the upcoming 

2020 United States Presidential elections. 

 
11 Md. Muddassir Quamar, “Rising US-Iran Hostilities and Challenges for India”, IDSA Issue Brief, May 24, 2019. 

12 “India's fuel demand drops 11% in March as coronavirus hits aviation, transport”, Economic Times, March 19, 

2020.  

 

https://idsa.in/issuebrief/us-iran-hostilities-challenges-for-india-mmquamar-240519
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/indias-fuel-demand-drops-11-in-march-as-coronavirus-hits-aviation-transport/articleshow/74711994.cms?from=mdr#:~:text=NEW%20DELHI%3A%20India's%20fuel%20demand,March%202019%2C%20official%20data%20showed.

